Graph embedding techniques are useful to characterize spectral signature relations for hyperspectral images. However, such images consists of disjoint classes due to spatial details that are often ignored by existing graph computing tools. Robust parameter estimation is a challenge for kernel functions that compute such graphs. Finding a corresponding high quality coordinate system to map signature relations remains an open research question. We answer positively on these challenges by first proposing a kernel function of spatial and spectral information in computing neighborhood graphs. Secondly, the study exploits the force field interpretation from mechanics and devise a unifying nonlinear graph embedding framework. The generalized framework leads to novel unsupervised multidimensional artificial field embedding techniques that rely on the simple additive assumption of pair-dependent attraction and repulsion functions. The formulations capture long range and short range distance related effects often associated with living organisms and help to establish algorithmic properties that mimic mutual behavior for the purpose of dimensionality reduction. The main benefits from the proposed models includes the ability to preserve the local topology of data and produce quality visualizations i.e. maintaining disjoint meaningful neighborhoods. As part of evaluation, visualization, gradient field trajectories, and semisupervised classification experiments are conducted for image scenes acquired by multiple sensors at various spatial resolutions over different types of objects. The results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed embedding framework over various widely used methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear dimensionality reduction has emerged as a key preprocessing step for extracting and visualizing regular structures within complex data sets. Prior to its popularity, the easy to implement linear methods have spanned decades of research on this task dating back to principal component analysis(PCA) [1] - [3] , the classical scaling or multidimensional scaling(MDS) technique [4] , more recently the local Fisher discriminant analysis (LFDA) [5] , and semi-supervised local Fisher discriminant analysis (SELF) [6] . With modern technology enabling the capability to gather and combine data from various sensing mechanisms, linear dimensionality reduction techniques have met their limitations in seeking meaningful structures from complex data [7] .
For example, hyperspectral sensors have enabled the acquisition of greater details about objects on the earth surface which poses a challenge for linear dimensionality reduction techniques.
Feature extraction in such data sets can be accomplished by employing nonlinear methods such as the maximum variance unfolding (MVU) [8] -a method that computes maximum variance embedding maps subject to preserving local distances, the locally linear embedding(LLE) [9] -a method that represents the relations of each neighborhood by linear coefficients that best reconstruct each data point from its neighbors, and the laplacian eigenmaps Laplacian(LE) [10] , which draws on the correspondence between the graph Laplacian, the Laplace Beltrami operator on a manifold, and the connections to the heat equation, to devise a geometrically motivated algorithm for constructing a representation for data sampled from a low m-dimensional manifold embedded in a higher d-dimensional space.
Further widely popular methods include the generalized-MDS [11] , [12] which extends the properties of classical scaling to nonlinear embedding, the self-organizing feature map ( SOFM) [13] which is an artificial unsupervised neural network for learning low-dimensional maps, graph embedding and extensions for dimensionality reduction [14] . Probabilistic approaches include the stochastic neighbor embedding(SNE) [15] , a method that represents each object by a mixture of widely separated low dimensional factors capturing some of the local structure, and establishes global formations of clusters of similar maps. With improved modeling assumptions, variants of SNE have led to high quality embedding visualizations, e.g. the student t-distribution based stochastic neighbor embedding(tSNE) [16] , the elastic embedding algorithm [17] , and the spherical stochastic neighbor embedding( sSNE) [18] . In most cases, the approaches rely on high dimensional neighborhood graphs to capture the geometrical relations of observations and use graph weights as inputs for embedding purposes. The techniques are formulated under metric measures that include the geodesic distances, and for others, non-metric probability measures including Kullback Leibler divergences.
Notwithstanding individual differences in efficiency and their specific data applications, nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods share some features including, better compression, better visualization, and reduction of classifier input features. Each embedding technique represents an attempt to search for a coordinate representation that resides on the data manifold. Recent comparative studies conducted on various nonlinear embedding techniques strongly indicated the inability of existing manifold learning methods to handle disjoint class structures that exists in hyperspectral data [19] . In addition, many dimensionality reduction algorithms suffer from what is known as the crowding problem in the machine learning community [16] . The crowding problem can be described as a tendency by which embedding techniques collapse maps towards the center of the embedding space resulting in increased class overlaps. Under such a phenomenon, many embedding algorithms fail to establish discriminative boundaries between structures of different classes. In this study several functional forms are proposed to address this challenge within a unifying framework for developing nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithms with benefits that spans visualization, compression, and classification tasks.
While incorporating some benefits from existing methods, the study provides a unified multidimensional artificial force embedding( MAFE) framework for nonlinear dimensionality reduction with new perspectives and high quality embedding functional forms. MAFE models are based on seeking a minimum energy configuration state of a high dimensional neighborhood graph in a lower dimensional space. Underlying the framework is the premise that given a predefined graph structure, the optimal embedding coordinates should generate a corresponding low dimensional neighborhood graph that preserve the high dimensional pairwise relations. The embedding framework draws from the force field interpretation to suggest insightful design properties that lead to pair-dependent attraction and repulsion functions for composing novel potential embedding fields. The functions are superposed to generate an odd function that enforce the pairwise interaction fields in the embedding space. The generated interaction is such that at longer range the attraction force, which pulls similar maps towards each other, dominates, while the repulsion force dominates at short range distances. Under such an environment, all maps will experience a pushing and a pulling force from their relative neighbors due to the field generated by the potential functions. Of importance is to observe that the attraction function emphasizes the pulling together of similar maps while the repulsion function acts as a barrier that generates a pushing force for maps to be dispersed. Much of the local relations that reveal meaningful structures in optimal embeddings should already have been captured by the similarity kernel function that constructs the neighborhood input graph. As a second contribution, the study combines MAFE models with a local bilateral similarity kernel for mapping spatial and spectral signatures onto the lower dimensional space. This is demonstrated by embedding real world remote sensing images that are characterized by high spectral resolution pixels with several hundred channels. However, having many channels and nonlinearities in each pixel poses several challenges to conventional land cover methods since visually different objects tend to exhibit overlapping or similar spectral signatures.
The paper is structured as follows. A review of the force field formulations is introduced in Section II. A general formulation of the multidimensional artificial field embedding (MAFE) framework is presented in Section III. In Section IV, we establish MAFE connections to existing popular nonlinear embedding techniques. In Section V, using MAFE framework, we propose two novel techniques: the multidimensional artificial field embedding -bounded repulsion(MAFE-BR), and the multidimensional artificial field embedding -unbounded repulsion(MAFE-UR). In Section VIII, we describe the experimental setup and results on various data sets. A discussion of experiments and future work is presented in Section IX. Finally, we present conclusions in Section X.
II. FORCE FIELD MOTIVATION
Force field interpretations have a long history that relates to nature studies. In Biology, researchers have long studied nature and discovered that populations often appear in patterns of aggregation such as flocks of birds, schools of fish, and herds of mammals. Biological models that use forces between individuals that are analogous to physical forces, have since been developed.
The study in [20] , is an example of early work that proposed an idea of mutual interactions between individuals that were composed of attractions and repulsions with the goal of maintaining the group as a stable mass. This idea was developed further in [21] by discussing the possibility of modeling forces between individual fish upon classical gravitation and electromagnetism. In a later paper [22] , the author considered inverse power laws to model the repulsions and attractions between individuals, with repulsion stronger at short inter-individual distances. The work in [22] , was compared to actual data collected from schools of fish, to obtain model parameters. The model was based on a simple constant attraction and a repulsion inversely proportional to the square of the inter-individual distance. The same laws governing animal behavior have been observed to be generalizable to guide artificial systems to carry out complex tasks by relying only on local interactions. In fact, in individual-based frameworks, the basis rule is that aggregation behavior is a result of an interplay between a short-ranged repulsion and a long-ranged attraction between the individuals. Such an intuition has been applied with success in control of multiagent systems, stability analysis of social foraging swarms [23] , and robotic motion planning [24] .
Most Biology studies [20] - [22] , [25] , [26] and Control Engineering studies [23] , [24] , [27] , seek to address questions that relates to maintaining a group as a stable mass, stability analysis, group cohesion and obstacle avoidance. Notwithstanding such growing recognition of the importance of force field formulation in those areas, their role in the allied area of signal and image processing remains to be fully appreciated. This study is most concerned on drawing on the collective dynamics of aggregation behavior to devise algorithms that establish manifold formations given a predefined structure, i.e. formation of multiple manifolds given a high dimensional neighborhood graph as a constraint. As such, we focus on the application of the force field intuition to the problem of dimensionality reduction and manifold learning based on a graph embedding optimization framework.
III. DYNAMIC GRAPH EMBEDDING FORMULATION
Let G = (E, V) be a finite undirected graph with vertex set V, edge set E and with no self loops. The elements of E are designated as ideal springs. Furthermore, let S = {(w ij , k ij )} be the spring properties between each vertex i and j for all {(v i , v j )} ∈ E, where w ij is the normalized or unnormalized length without compression or extension computed for each observed pair in
, and k ij = 1 is the corresponding force constant. Let G S be a neighborhood spring graph, where S denotes the spring relation. An embedding of G S is an
be the assigned embedding of G S , where z i ∈ R m is the position of vertex i's map. When framed as a graph embedding task, where on each vertex the approach imagines a particle in motion and each edge weight is dictated by spring force laws, the corresponding problem of dimensionality reduction simply becomes that of establishing a minimum energy configuration that is governed by the structure in W = [w ij ]. The modeling assumptions are such that the configuration yields maps that preserve pairwise relations characterized by the neighborhood graph G S . Finding such a mapping is at the heart of every dimensionality reduction model, and it is the subject that is discussed shortly.
A mechanics interpretation of the graph embedding framework is presented as follows. Imagine the existence of a particle on every z i ∈ Z, that is moving with the velocity of Z's centroid.
With the following change of notation to denote the embedding positions as a state of a graph, is described byż
where
} describes pairwise symmetric interactions between the ith and jth maps. Symmetry of the function follows from the fact that if map i is attracted to map j, then j is attracted to i. F 
A. Force Fields Function Properties
Artificial force field formulations assume that at large distances, the attraction function dominates, and that on short distances the repulsion function dominates, while in between there is a unique distance at which both terms will balance -defining a central path in a similar manner to the barrier method [28] . The choice of suitable force field embedding interaction functions,
, are guided by the following properties:
1) There is pair-equilibrium distance ij at which
, therefore symmetric with respect to the origin.
3) There exist pair dependent functions 
The assumption made to envision each map as moving along the negative gradient has an implication, i.e. to achieve a minimum-energy configuration of the graph G S , a choice of the attraction and repulsion potential functions should be such that the minimum of U ij att ( z i − z j ) occurs on or around z i − z j = 0, whereas the minimum of −U ij rep ( z i − z j ) (or maximum of U ij rep ( z i − z j )) occurs on or around z i − z j → ∞, and that the minimum of the combination
thus defining the stationery state of motion that exist between pairs i and j.
Using the above framework, the reactive potentials that are effective on each individual map i can be represented as
while the total superposed potential function on the neighborhood graph G S is defined by
Letting Ω be the set of attraction and repulsion functions F ij (·) satisfying the embedding field properties, new embedding models can simply be derived by solving the following general optimization problem:
where Z describes the minimum-energy configuration state of G S in the lower dimensional space. With some parameter adjustments on F ij (·), the embedding maps will converge to a minimum-energy configuration that yields the optimal maps. Such an embedding framework can be adapted as a general platform to develop new nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithms but first, we establish its links to existing popular embedding techniques in the following section.
IV. CONNECTIONS TO EXISTING METHODS
Many nonlinear techniques have been proposed for the tasks of visualization and dimensionality reduction. Even though with differences, they are applied in various fields as preprocessing building blocks for compression, visualization, and classification tasks. A basic question that we ask is whether some of the existing methods can be derived as special cases of the MAFE framework? A positive illustration to this question is presented together with reformulations of popular techniques including the stochastic neighbor embedding(SNE) [15] , student-t stochastic neighbor embedding [16] , Laplacian eigenmaps (LE) [10] , Cauchy graph embedding [29] , and the spherical stochastic neighbor embedding(sSNE) [18] . Such interpretations show that MAFE is a unifying framework that not only inherits some algorithmic benefits of various techniques, but also provides extended functional properties combined with strong intuitive insights for creating new algorithms.
A. Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
Stochastic neighbor embedding [15] is a method for preserving probabilities on lower dimensional manifolds that are nonlinear. SNE assumes that edge weights are antisymmetric probabilities w ij (i.e. w ij = w ji ) of pairs of vertices being neighbors in the higher dimensional space. However, our presentation focuses on the symmetric version where w ij = w ji for all pairs of vertices. The high dimensional edge weights are defined using the Gaussian functions of the form,
where σ i is computed using a binary search method ensuring that the entropy of the distribution W i is approximately log(k), with k defining the effective number of neighbors. In the lower dimensional space, a symmetric Gaussian probabilityŵ ij is assumed between each pair of embedding maps, i.e. the embedding graph weights are computed aŝ
Each z i ∈ R m is the corresponding lower dimensional map of the observation y i ∈ R d . SNE proceeds to compute for the maps by minimizing a sum of Kullback Leibler(KL) objective
The goal of (7) is to minimize the distortion between each of the N high dimensional neighborhood distributions W i and their corresponding lower dimensional neighborhood distributionŝ
The results obtained from this approach have so far demonstrated its superiority when compared to methods that include locally linear embedding(LLE) [9] , MDS [4] , and Isomap [30] . However, the optimization algorithm is very unstable which leads to a lot of experimentally defined parameters in order to attain meaningful results. A further expansion on (7) while ignoring terms that are not a function of the lower dimensional maps (terms that do not depend onŵ ij ), much in parallel to the work of [17] , reveals the log-sum term as a source of difficulty when computing the gradient and its a term that increases the nonlinearity of the model.
Computing the negative gradient of (7) yields the corresponding MAFE motion dynamics or force field equations of the forṁ
where the expression under summation is defined as
Under the MAFE formulation, equation (8) describes the motion state of vertex maps seeking the graph's minimum energy configuration in the lower dimensional space. A simple observation identifies the attractive gradient force field to be −w ij (z i − z j ), and a repulsion gradient force field to be
. The interpretation of (8) is such that, at longer distances with parameters set carefully, the embedding maps start to form clusters due to the strong attraction force field, while the repulsion force field is very negligible.
pair, the repulsion magnitude dominates the interaction force vector. This causes the maps to push away from each other. The convergence of the algorithm is established when the forces balance, much in the same way as described for the general MAFE framework.
B. t-Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
t-Stochastic Neighbor Embedding [16] is similar to SNE except that the lower dimensional maps are assumed to be better modeled by a Student t-distribution of degree one. This simple modification leads to a complete improvement of results over SNE. The improvement is due to the pair-dependent inverse distance relation introduced by the Student t-distribution. Using this distribution, the joint embedding probabilitiesŵ ij are defined bŷ
In tSNE, the cost function is also based on the sum of Kullback Leibler(KL) divergences (same as in (7)). The corresponding negative gradient of the expanded tSNE cost function gives the following MAFE motion dynamics or force field equations,
where the term under summation in (11) is defined as
In a similar manner, equation (11) describes the motion state of vertex maps seeking the graph's minimum energy configuration in the lower dimensional space. However, the attractive force field
, a term whose magnitude approaches an inverse square law for large pairwise distances z i − z j . This property makes the coordinate representation of joint probabilities invariant to changes in scale for maps that are far-apart. The repulsion force field is described by
The magnitude of the inverse square law approximation by both terms dictates that formation of clusters be established at long range distances, while the repulsion force field is magnified at short range distances, causing all maps to disperse from each other. The convergence of the algorithm is established when the two force fields balance.
C. sPherical Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
A spherical stochastic neighbor embedding model [18] is also a variant of SNE, whose embedding representations are constrained to reside on a spherical manifold. As such, it assumes the joint probability distributionŴ i to be defined on a spherical surface,
with its corresponding probable valuesŵ ij obtained by means of an Exit distribution [31] .
sSNE, similarly to SNE, exhibits a desirable property that enables the unfolding of many-to-one mappings from which the same class objects are in several disparate locations that are spatially driven. The probable valuesŵ ij are computed from the Exit expression
where is a concentration parameter that controls the assignment of neighborhood weights for a given z th i central map. sSNE's total cost function given by
where λ is the Lagrangian parameter enabling the implicit incorporation of the unit spherical constraint in the objective function. The negative gradient of the expanded sSNE function yields the corresponding MAFE motion dynamic equations of the forṁ
where the pairwise gradient force field on each map is defined by
Contrary to both SNE and tSNE, equation (15) describes a MAFE dynamic model with maps constrained to be on a spherical manifold and in turn defining a unit sphere neighborhood graph configuration. The attractive force field is described by −(z j − z i )
, a term whose magnitude is based on the inverse unbounded square law for large pairwise distances z i − z j . This property also makes the spherical coordinate representation of joint probabilities invariant to changes in scale for maps that are far-apart. The repulsion force field is described by (z j −
r=1,r =i zr− z i −m , also an unbounded inverse distance term. The unbounded magnitude of the inverse square law by both terms enables sSNE to exhibit much needed capability to introduce a splitting nature on clusters that overlap. However, due to the unbounded nature on both terms, as z j − z i → 0, the minimum energy configuration of the graph becomes unstable.
This introduces algorithmic inefficiencies when seeking the optimal embedding coordinates for large data sets [18] .
D. Laplacian and Cauchy Embedding
All graph embedding techniques presented in this study make the assumption that if observation i and j are similar, i.e. w ij is large, then the proximity of their corresponding maps z i and z j in the embedding space should also be closer. The m-dimensional embedding coordinates can also be obtained using the Laplacian eigenmaps (LE) approach [10] . Considering the 1-dimensional example, the idea is to minimize
T and z 2 = 1 is a magnitude constraint imposed to avoid obtaining a solution where all z i 's are zero, whereas the constraint z T 1 = 0, reduces the uncertainty on the non-uniqueness of the embedding solution. Under such constraints the problem is equivalent to
is the edge weight matrix. The solution is often computed by solving equation (18) as an eigenvector problem. A simple observation on (17) connects the Laplacian eigenmaps formulation to the MAFE framework. A force field interpretation of the Laplacian embedding identifies,
, as the artificial attractive potential whose corresponding negative artificial force field provides the motion equation for maps as defined bẏ
The dynamic Laplacian model of (19) does incorporate the magnitude and non-uniqueness constraints from its objective function. However, these constraints do not generate a repulsion field that can mitigate the crowding of embeddings.
The Cauchy graph embedding [29] approach has a MAFE interpretation that follows the same steps as applied in reformulation of Laplacian eigenmaps.
V. NEW MAFE IMAGE EMBEDDING MODELS
Apart from the key insights obtained from the force field properties to design suitable pairdepended attraction and repulsion potential energies for a MAFE embedding model, another essential component involves choosing a similarity function suitable for incorporating all local information that is relevant for computing a neighborhood graph that captures the local structure of high dimensional observations. In most popular techniques, the Gaussian kernel described in equation (5) is used to compute such relations. However, for certain application areas with spatial information, e.g. hyperspectral imagery, the Gaussian weights may not be suitable. As such, a parametric local kernel for computing the spectral neighborhood is discussed in the next section.
The parametric kernel can be seen as an extension of bilateral filter function [32] - [34] with a robust high dimensional covariance estimation component that enhances pixel differences and generates a sparse neighborhood graph. A discussion on the design of practical and better kernel functions tend to be application-driven and it remains an open research problem. Its complete investigation is therefore not fully addressed in this study.
A. Spectral Neighborhood Graph Similarities
In various image processing applications, spatial preprocessing methods are often applied to remove noise and smooth images. These methods also enhance spatial texture information resulting in features that improve the performance of classification techniques. For example in [35] , nonlinear diffusion partial differential equations (PDEs) and wavelet shrinkage were used for spatial preprocessing of hyperspectral images, and the results obtained demonstrated a significant improvement on classification performance. Unlike the use of PDEs, we adapt a local bilateral filtering approach to devise a pairwise pixel similarity function or kernel over the observed neighborhood graph. The local kernel function is defined by
where s i denotes the spatial coordinates of pixel i, y i denotes the photometric d-dimensional spectral vector, with d corresponding to the number of spectral channels. The expression s i − s j 2 weighs image pixel values as a function of the spatial distance from the center pixel and h s is the variance parameter. The kernel also employs a nonlinear term,
which simply weighs pixel values as a function of the photometric differences between the center pixel and its neighbor pixels. For example, given N hyperspectral pixels, organized into a zero-mean data matrix Y = [y 1 y 2 · · · y N ] ∈ R d×N , the sample covariance is computed as
with the angle brackets denoting the average over N pixels. Thus, S is a d × d matrix whose diagonal components indicate the magnitude of noise variation in each of the d spectral channels, and the off-diagonal elements denote the extent to which noise co-vary with each pair of spectral bands. It is easy to show [18] that the photometric weights can be summarized byw
We make an observation that one can represent the unnormalized kernel K as a product of unnormalized gaussian functions, one for each pixel y i , yielding
where Σ −1 is the inverse covariance matrix, and tr(B) denotes the trace of matrix B. We could assume a zero-mean unnormalized Gaussian noise model over the pixels, i.e. we can simply subtract the center y i from the data, to obtain a simplified expression as
Note that tr(
This shows that S is a sufficient statistic for characterizing the unnormalized likelihood (herein the photometric similarity) of data Y , and we can further write
In practice the weights are computed by first decomposing the true covariance matrix into a product Σ = EΛE T , where E is the orthogonal eigenvector matrix and Λ is the corresponding diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, that easily compute the covariance matrix whose inverse is required. We adapt the efficient sparse matrix transform (SMT) approach in estimating the covariance matrix Σ [36] . The SMT approach solves the optimization problem,
where Ω is the set of allowed orthogonal transforms that can be computed using a series of Givens rotations [36] . A simple manipulation can show that
so that we havẽ
with the final graphs weights computed from
The SMT approach to computing the covariance matrix Σ is efficient and robust in handling the singularities of Σ. Other approaches to computing Σ have been used in the literature including the PCA adaptation approach [32] , where the singularity of Σ is not carefully addressed.
B. Attractive Potential Function
The main fundamental idea underpinning the design of multidimensional artificial field embedding models is to treat the pair-equilibrium distances ij for vertices in G S as attractive wells.
That is, consider the minimum-energy configuration between maps i and j as a sink for the potential energy function. For example, the attractive potential energy functions that we consider are bounded from below to allow for the existence of constant attraction force effects at all
where α is a positive constant ∀ z i − z j . In this study, we explore potential functions of the form
where for values 0 < p ≤ 1, the pairwise function is conic in shape, and the resulting attractive force field has a constant cluster formation amplitude determined from the graph's edge weights w ij . ξ a is an attraction force magnitude related adaptive parameter. Figure 2 shows the attractive potential energy generated from equation (26) for p = 2, ξ a = 1, and w ij = 0.5. The shape corresponds to quadratic potential, i.e. we have a global optimal that acts to pull all force fields effects in its direction, thereby demonstrating the sink nature of the minimum point.
C. Repulsive Potential Functions
The nature of a repulsion function is chosen such that as the distance between pair-points increases, its properties are deemed to have negligible influence on maps (i.e. maps are in long range zone where F 
which is a non-increasing function of distance. Equation (27) best captures the behavioral form for a repulsive function that has negligible effects at large distances and has a large dominance at short range distances. With all its appealing intuitive properties, the indicator function is not a differentiable function. As such, we require its approximation by a differentiable function whose gradient can create a repulsion force F ij r with a magnitude that is inversely proportional to the distance between pairs of maps i.e.
. Such approximations can be chosen from e.g. Gaussian, Exponential, Cauchy, Hyperbolic Tangent and Inverse distance power functions. The behavior of such functions in approximating I + ( z i − z j ) is shown in Figure   1 . 
1) Exponential Bounded Repulsion:
The Exponential or unnormalized Gaussian curves in Figure 1 generates a continuous bounded approximation of (27) . As the distance between maps grows the magnitude of the curves approaches zero while a maximum magnitude is assigned for maps that are very close in distance. A general unnormalized Gaussian bounded repulsion function can be devised in the form,
Where σ r is the bounded repulsion variance parameter. For q = 2, the function has spherical symmetry as shown in Figure 2 . For values 0 < q ≤ 1 the repulsion potential field has the shape of a harmonic function often used in modeling obstacles in robotic path planning [24] , while for 1 < q < 2 it has the form of a tower centered at the origin to generate equidistributed repulsive force fields in the direction of the gradient as shown in Figure 2 .
2) Inverse Power Unbounded Repulsion: The inverse distance function as shown in Figure 1 has a continuous best approximation of the indicator function in equation (27) . Its corresponding general repulsion potential function is given by,
where q is a positive number. It is clear that as z i −z j → 0 + the repulsion becomes unbounded,
i.e. for q = 2, lim
The inverse square law structure of this function promotes an invariant representation of neighborhood similarities even with a change in scale for embedding points that are far apart. ξ r is an repulsion magnitude related parameter. Figure 3 shows the unbounded repulsion potential field generated from equation (29) . In sharp contrast to existing embedding methods, this function affords properties that exhibit collision avoidance of maps as their coordinates change in search for the pair-equilibrium distances ij .
The strong repulsive force field generated by this function renders it more favorable for rejoining of clusters that may have split during the search for a minimum energy configuration state of G S .
D. Multidimensional Artificial Field Embedding with Bounded Repulsion
A combination of the attractive and bounded unnormalized Gaussian repulsion functions yields a multidimensional artificial field embedding (MAFE-BR) model described by
For q = 2, (31) yields a special case elastic embedding model [17] . Computing the gradient provides information related to the direction and magnitude of motion for each individual map in the embedding space. This motion is described bẏ
An illustration of the gradient field for a point with strong attraction force field is shown in 
E. Multidimensional Artificial Field Embedding with Unbounded Repulsion
The second model that is proposed entails a multidimensional artificial field embedding model with an unbounded repulsion inverse distance function of (29) . By considering all pairwise map interactions for vertices of G S , the resultant total potential function of a MAFE-UR model is given by Under the supposed artificial force field model, the motion of each map is given byż i = −∇ z i U (z), i.e. Fig. 3 , shows the total potential field generated from equation (32) and its corresponding gradient field obtained from (33) for p = 1, q = 2.
An important observation on the gradient fields in Figure 2 and Figure 3 demonstrates that without an attraction term in each model, cluster formation would not occur since all pair-wise maps would disperse from each other; whereas by eliminating the repulsion term(by setting 
ξ r = 0), all maps would collapse to a single point leading to the crowding problem that has been a weakness in most existing embedding models. Table I summarizes typical force field functions that can be used to design embedding models that exhibit aggregation behavior.
VI. STOCHASTIC GRADIENT DESCENT OPTIMIZATION
The objective functions for MAFE based models are by far less nonlinear as compared to SNE and tSNE, as such their optimization is relatively simple, requiring no random jitter terms to establish stability. The optimization adapts a variation of the stochastic gradient descent [37] with a common adaptive learning rate
where α (t) is the learning rate at iteration t, γ 1 and γ 2 are the meta-learning rates. The main characteristics of this fast learning rate adaptation scheme is that it exploits gradient-related information from the current as well as the two previous embedding coordinates in the sequence.
This provides an enhancement on the stabilization in the values of the learning rate and helps the gradient descent algorithm to exhibit even fast convergence that leads to better minimum energyconfiguration. A description of the proposed algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. The algorithm's termination condition is when ∇U (Z) ≤ . The choice of γ 1 and γ 2 is not critical for finding the minimum-energy configuration but only affect the rate at which the algorithm does so. Figure   6 shows gradient field trajectories that were generated by this optimization scheme for a real world data set. Output:
Compute high dimensional neighborhood graph weights w ij from equation (25) or use a Gaussian kernel;
Randomly sample initial maps from a normal distribution i.e. Z (0) ∼ N (0, 50I);
while ∇U (Z (t) ) > do
Compute new embedding coordinates using;
Calculate the new learning rate from
The iterative optimization in (4), or in particular the models described by equations (32), and (33) converges when all pair-equilibrium distances ij are established. A strong theoretical argument can be made to assert that the motion of maps is guaranteed to stop and that no oscillatory behavior exist at the minimum-energy configuration state. This is done by letting the invariant set of the equilibrium positions to be
The proof needs to show that as t → ∞ the state Z(t) converges to Ξ equi , i.e. the minimumenergy configuration of a graph converges to a stationery state. This extends Theorem 2 of [23] to problems of data visualization and dimensionality reduction.
Theorem 1. Consider a graph embedding described byż
i = j=1,j =i F ij (z i − z j ), i = 1, · · · , N ,
with pairwise force field functions
As t → ∞, it can be shown that Z(t) → Ξ equi . (2) . Taking the derivative of U (Z) with respect to each z i yields,
Proof: Consider the general energy function
where the negative gradient is observed as direction of motion in the second equality. Taking the time derivative of U (Z) along the motion of a graph configuration yields,
This result shows that the motion will continue in the direction of decreasing U (Z) to a state when allż i = 0. By invoking the Lasalle Invariance Principle [38] , it can be concluded that as t → ∞ the graph configuration state Z(t) converges to the largest subset of the set defined as
Since eachż i ∈ Ξ equi is an equilibrium point, Ξ equi is an invariant set and this concludes the proof. This general result holds for any function F ij chosen based on the embedding force field properties discussed in Section III. As such, it guarantees the convergence of our algorithms.
However, in practise, the termination condition is set to some finite optimization of U (Z). The result also extends to SNE, tSNE, sSNE and other related MAFE reformulations.
In addition to obtaining optimal embedding coordinates, the optimization of MAFE-BR and MAFE-UR with p = q = 2, also learns the embedding space neighborhood graph weights. For MAFE-BR, the optimal embedding neighborhood graph is described bỹ
The iterative optimization of MAFE-UR generates embedding graph weights that are given bỹ
In contrast to the high dimensional neighborhood graph weights , w ij , that are positive, the lower dimensional graph weightsw After removing water absorption, noisy, and overlapping spectral bands, 145 bands were used for classification experiments. Classification error rates on signatures are carried out after data has been embedded to a lower dimensional space. 
40.
In constructing the high dimensional neighborhood graph, we vary the number of neighbors from k = 1 to k = 50 and pick an optimal value of k = 15. The optimal value for k ensures that the embeddings are neither too noisy and unstable nor does the geometry of (520) c10 Cattail marsh (404) c11 Salt marsh (419) c12 Mud flats (503) c13 Water (927) the observation collapse the coordinates of dissimilar observations. All existing models are implemented as in [16] , with the perplexity of the conditional distribution induced by the 
A. Trajectories of Gradient Vector Field
The dynamic equation in (1) Such smooth gradient fields are due to two important features of the proposed MAFE framework.
First, the local stochastic adaptive optimization scheme used in MAFE models retains the local gradient information from its last two sequence computations thereby establishing smooth and stable iterates, it does not depend on random jitter parameters in its update rule. Second, the careful design of pair-dependent attraction and repulsion functions, as well as the sparsity of neighborhood graphs allow for a smooth interaction between long range and short range forces on pairs of maps. The smooth interaction generates a robust motion of clusters that lead to the establishment of the minimum energy configuration state much quicker. As such, the optimization scheme used in MAFE models achieves several magnitudes of convergence speed in contrast to other algorithms as shown in Figure 16 . 
B. Visualization of Embeddings
Nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods do tend to demonstrate better performance when embedding data sets with smaller number of classes than for problems with many classes [19] . This is caused by the complexity of data manifolds represented in problems with many disparate classes. For example, in hyperspectral imagery; similar classes of data may result in multiple manifolds due to their spatial locations, as such that presents a challenge to many existing dimensionality reduction techniques with a tendency of mapping all similar or related data onto Figure 11 and Figure 13 shows ground truth image data for both the Indian Pine and the Saline-A scenes. Their corresponding 2-dimensional MAFE based embeddings are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 14 . The results further demonstrate quality visualizations that are generated due to 
C. Frobenius Distance
As in many dimensionality reduction methods, the goal is to maintain the local structure of the data. Here, the study seeks to examine the local topology of manifolds obtained by MAFE models in comparison to other iterative optimized embedding algorithms i.e. SNE, and tSNE.
The most straightforward approach to assess this is by the norm of the residual distance matrix:
where · F denotes the Frobenius norm. It is the square root sum of the squares of elements of D andD, the high and low dimensional Euclidean distance matrices, respectively. The results shown in Figure 15 indicate that MAFE models achieve better local distance preserving representations in the sense of (35) . The results also highlight the efficiency with which the optimization proposed for MAFE based models enables the discovery of neighboring related coordinates. As the number of iterations increase, SNE continues to show reduced Frobenius error due to its small magnitude repulsion which in turn has a negative effect as it leads to overcrowding of maps.
In the case of tSNE, its clear that it does not preserve local distances due to its strong repulsion forces. tSNE has a tendency of separating maps of similar instances into multiple small separated clusters, a property that might be useful for visualization and not so suitable for tasks that require keeping similar maps in close proximity, e.g. COIL20 data visualization and hyperspectral data embedding.
D. Semisupervised Classification
In various image analysis applications, including remote sensing, the main task entails establishing an automated image understanding process through object classification or land cover classification. Class label information is used to determine the designation of test or query samples in the lower dimensional space. Our experiments employ a one nearest neighbor(1NN) classification performance accuracy, based on the spectral angle mapper [40] , [41] , to determine Performance accuracies are reported by observing the mean values obtained from the Kappa statistic (KS) [42] that is computed as,
where N is the number of testing samples, t cc indicates the number of samples correctly classified in class c, t c+ denotes the number of testing samples labeled as class c, and t +c denotes the number of samples predicted as belonging to class c. |C| denotes the total number of classes in the data. The percentage of correctly predicted samples of the total testing samples provides the overall accuracy (OA) which is also reported in the results. to the Riparian and Woodlands classes, respectively. Lower classification results on c3 and c6
are expected because these two classes are the most difficult to separate, in consistency with the visual results of Figure 8 -similarly as demonstrated in [19] , [43] , [44] . LMNN using 1NN
achieves the second best result on both data set perhaps owing to its ability to make use of class label information in learning the Mahalanobis distance metric. The objective function for LMNN does have a force field structure in which class label information is used to compute the optimal metric with a goal that k-nearest neighbors always belong to the same class (i. The nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithms discussed in this study have a kernel dimension that is the square of the number of vectors in the sample space. As such the nature of their objective functions can be summarized as follows.
• For MAFE based techniques, the objective function U : R N ×m → R is defined over the space of embedding matrices Z ∈ R N ×m . The neighborhood graph's pairwise kernel similarities are represented as a N ×N matrix W . The complexity scales with the square of the number of observed samples, i.e. O(N 2 ), both in computation and memory usage.
• For sSNE, SNE, and tSNE, the objective function KL : R N ×m → R is defined over the space of embedding matrices R N ×m . The probable neighbors matrix is denoted by an N × N pairwise kernel matrix W . The complexity scales with the square of the number of observations, i.e. O(N 2 ), both in computation and memory usage.
• For MDS, the objective function σ 2 : R N ×m → R is defined over the space of matrices 
A. Algorithmic Complexity Challenges
For non-iterative methods the spectral decomposition of a large dimensional kernel encounters difficulties in at least three aspects: large memory usage, high computational complexity, and computational instability. Methods that are capable of exploiting the sparsity structure in the neighborhood graph may be useful to overcome the difficulties in memory usage and computational complexity. Approaches that incorporate the concepts of rank revealing, randomized low rank approximation algorithms, and greedy rank-revealing algorithms and randomized anisotropic transformation algorithms, which approximate leading eigenvalues and eigenvectors of dimensionality reduction kernels may lead to faster algorithms. For iterative gradient based methods, efficient second order or Newton approximation algorithms that introduce additional local information about the curvature of the objective function can be developed to speedup the convergence to the minimum energy configuration state. However, we caution that the computation of gradient directional vectors in each iteration of the optimization scheme do continue to introduce computational hurdles for larger data sets.
As indicated, the complexity of these algorithms scales with the square of the number of pixels i.e. O(N 2 ), a number that is prohibitive to obtain efficient solutions on large-scale (order of 10 5 and greater) hyperspectral image pixels. This is a challenge faced by many embedding algorithms.
A possible mitigating approach would be to split the pixels into overlapping patches, run a nonlinear embedding method on each patch and use the coordinates of pixels in the overlapping patches as references to merge each pair of resulting submanifolds to obtain a common global
manifold. An even harder problem not addressed in this study pertains to the issue of spectral unmixing for pixels that contain more than a single land cover category [45] . If the spatial resolution of sensors is poor, increased overlap of different spectral signatures is imminent for different land cover objects. In such cases, knowledge of the observations should be used to derive kernel representations that can incorporate such characteristics.
B. Objective Function Formulation Challenges
The formulation of MAFE models does encounter more challenges on the design of the total energy function. For example, the appealing force field embedding intuition is subject to numerous dynamic local maxima behaviors during cluster formation. This can be explained from observing that the formation of clusters creates local repulsions leading to local traps for maps that still need to move closer to their most similar neighbors (as determined by the neighborhood graph weights). A simple illustration of the dynamic local maxima behavior is shown in Figure   18 . The behavior is exacerbated by a weak choice on the attraction potential energy function which may lead to less effective pulling of trapped maps to their closest similar neighbors.
This shortcoming does affect the convergence of the iterative embedding algorithms. The local maxima generated traps can perhaps be better handled by piecewise attraction potential functions whose short range and long range capability vary at different distances in the hope of increasing the pulling force's magnitudes to overcome the local repulsion forces from dissimilar neighbors. 
